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ABSTRACT:  

This paper will discuss issues surrounding technological change and pedagogical strategies/techniques 
which may assist industrial design/design engineering students in exploring and coping with the often 

conflicting constraints found within advancing technological changes. When dealing with complex 
issues surrounding technological change, often industrial design and design engineering students have 
difficulty in identifying and making evident the relationships between physical constraints and 
nonphysical constraints. These two key constraint typologies are seen as being central to the 
development of appropriate products systems and environments which form part of the technological 
change environment. This paper will propose a linking/mapping strategy and set of exercises, based 

on aspects of the first principles found within the literature relating to TRIZ [Theory of Inventive 
Problem Solving]. It is argued that if students are presented with a methodology for linking and 
mapping the relationships between conflicting constraint typologies, they are forced to externalize this 
relationship as part of their ongoing design process. This in turn will allow them to reshape their 
design decisions. Moreover, it will permit them to practice coping with complex interrelated constraints. 
This will serve to enhance their design thinking process.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Owed to issues surrounding technological change in recent times, it is becoming increasingly clear the 
world in which we live, work, and play is becoming progressively more complex. Our jobs as designers 
are rapidly changing and are equally complex. However, it may be argued that our profession is 
indeed more complex, as we shape technological futures by envisaging and developing even more 
advanced products systems and environments for the future. Further, the tools and technologies 
designers currently utilise will be outdated in a very short time span. The pace of technological change 

according to (Kurzweil 2005) is exponential. When explaining his perspective relating to the law of 
accelerating returns, he notes the acceleration of the pace and exponential growth of the products of a 
technological evolutionary process extends beyond what some call Moore’s law. Using a series of 
successive S-curves relating to the life cycle of a paradigm, he suggests a continuing acceleration. 
Consequently, it is this growth which displays an ongoing exponential trend irrespective of the 

paradigm present. Indeed he further argues that it may be a double exponential growth. Moreover, 
(Kurzweil 2005) is not alone in his views in relation to exponential growth in technological change. 

Schmidt (2008) in his discussions relating to technological complexity and convergence is of the view 
that technological change continues to grow exponentially.  

If indeed this is the case, (Schmidt 2008) notes that much of our past has been shaped by a number 
of complex convergences of many different and varied domains of knowledge that had their 

beginnings as separate and independent lines of inquiry. Thus suggesting larger and indeed global 
systemic aspects are at play here. Moreover, (Schmidt 2008) notes that our previous generations 
[even our most recent generations] consider we are living and working in a “science fictional” age 
filled with complex converged technologies. These technologies are indeed part of larger complex 
interrelated systems. Professional designers, our design students, and indeed our institutions of higher 



learning will not be immune to Technological change. In a real sense it would appear that design is 

unconstrained and as designers we are not concerned with notions of constraints. If indeed there are 
constraints, at first glance, they appear to be solely technological constraints.  

However, a review of the literature surrounding Technological change reveals that it is not just about 
the technologies and patents rising exponentially, it is also about complex socio-cultural issues rising 
exponentially. A view held by (Shavinina and Ferrari 2004) is that all human cultural advancements 
are built upon remarkable technological, scientific, educational and moral achievements of the human 
mind.  

In point of fact the literature discussing technological change makes it clear technological change is 
not just about the technologies increasing at an exponential rate, it is a number of other issues 
advancing at a similar rate [see: (Porter, et al. 1980); (Girifalco 1991); (Karamchedu 2005)]. 
Generally speaking, issues surrounding technological change also include the following: Economic – 
Psychological – Institutional/ Political – Social – Technological – Legal – Environmental – issues [in 

short, the acronym = EPISTLE].  

It may be argued it is not just the exponential growth of technologies and our growth in understanding 
within the sciences we as designers need to be concerned about, but it is also these larger socio-
cultural EPISTLE issues that are dynamically interrelated, which must be embedded in the design 

processes of our future designers [our students].  

In short, the exponential growth of technology causes turbulent change within society, and indeed 
within social relationships. The relationships between designers, and the broader relationships with 
non-designers will not be immune to the turbulent changes in the future.  

In a real sense these complex converged technologies do not exist in isolation they exist in a complex 
socio-cultural context. These complex socio-cultural contexts are also constraints and indeed quite 
different than technology constraints. More often than not social cultural restraints relate to 

nonphysical constraints. A simple example would be, the cost of a product, which relates to a 
sociocultural construction of perceived value. These types of constraints are part of larger complex 

systems. These systems may be considered as integrated hard and soft systems. In terms of systems 
thinking, more often than not they are seen as two distinctly different philosophical perspectives of 
thought. The combination or collaboration/cooperation of both hard systems thinking and soft systems 
thinking, as in (Checkland 2000), will become increasingly important as technological change gathers 
pace. It will equally be important to embed both these modalities of thinking within our future 
Industrial Designers/Design Engineers. This notwithstanding, in a real sense it is the designers who 
may act as change agents. Consequently, in the future, the role of the industrial designer/design 

engineer will need to account for, and balance, diverse types of constraints. They will need to have 
thinking tools that will allow them to balance technological constraints and map them with non-
technical constraints which emerge born out of sociocultural constraints.  

As the artifacts designers develop become more technologically advanced and complex, there is an 

increasing need to make creative connections between diverse design typologies of constraints and 

diverse resources. At their core one type relates to physical constraints [physical principles], the other 
relates to social/human constraints [human perceptions]. From both a technical and human 
perspective these creative connections will clearly require a method for mapping the relationships 
between the technological and non-technological constraints. This begs the question from where will 
these mapping/constraint relationship tools emerge. It may be argued that TRIZ [theory of inventive 
problem solving] methodologies may offer some assistance. Consequently, it makes sense to turn our 

discussions to this relationship.  

 



2. PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS AND TRIZ  

Given the discussion above, in terms of constraints and core typologies there were essentially physical 
constraints [physical principles], and social/human constraints [human perceptions]. As designers we 
are responsible for envisaging and developing innovative workable producible products systems and 
environments. Firstly, let us explore the need for our students to have a firm understanding of notions 
of physical constraints [physical principles]. These core 1st principles emanate from the hard sciences. 
However, a very worrying trend is occurring as an (OECD report 2006) noted. They found that while 

most OECD economies have experienced rather large increases in the numbers of students in higher 
education, the absolute numbers of students in the fields of technology and science has decreased as 
a proportion of the overall student population. Essentially over the years there has been a steady 
declined of interest in technology and science. This view is reinforced in the work of (Campbell and 
O’Connor 2009) when they discuss the fact that in Australia over the past 25 - 30 years there has 
been a significant decline in the number of senior and secondary students electing to study the core 

areas of science and math needed for further technical education in areas such as design engineering. 
As technology and science increase exponentially in terms of amount, variety, and complexity, student 
interest and understanding/experience in building new technologies appears to be decreasing. If 
students are not entering design with a detailed understanding of 1st principles which emerges from 
studying science and technologies, this begs the question how will they be properly prepared for 
understanding or indeed instigating technological change. In the future this will be very problematic 
indeed.  

Given the above in the future it would seem a student’s capacity and experience in using 1st principles 
and designing “things that work” will diminish greatly. Consequently, owed to this deficiency, a 
student’s capacity for using both 1st principles [physical principles] and linking them to non-physical 
principles will need to develop by using appropriate tools/methods/strategies. As evidenced in the 
work of (Savransky 2000), the TRIZ methodology recognizes contradictions exist within the essence of 

a “thing”/artifact. Moreover, the methodology recognizes three basic classifications of contradictions, 
1.) Natural 2.) Social, and 3.) Engineering. Given this, we argue here that adopting and adapting 

aspects of TRIZ methodology may provide a way forward for such a tool/method/strategy.  

Based on aspects of first principles found within the literature relating to TRIZ [Theory of Inventive 

Problem Solving], it is argued when faced with constraints we are often forced into “trade-off” 
situations [contradictions]. For now, here we will highlight two types of trade-off situations in relation 
to conflicting constraints found within the TRIZ literature, 1.) Social 2.) Engineering. In relation to 
engineering trade-offs/contradictions/constraints, the TRIZ methodology uses 40 basic “invention” 
principles which remain constant and are considered to be derived from principles found within specific 
technological domains of knowledge [engineering, physics, chemistry etc….]. At the same time, a 
review of the TRIZ methodology reveals it does not present/itemize principles relating to sociocultural 

trade-offs/contradictions/constraints. Consequently, here we propose it is possible to develop a 
methodology which offers the opportunity for mapping these two different typologies of constraints 
with each other. Below is an example of how these two constraint typologies may relate and map 
against each other.  

While it is a very simplistic example, in order to demonstrate possible relationships between 1st 

principle constraints and a social constraint, let us explore the development of a coffee cup as a 
container to hold hot coffee. Inherent constraints/contradictions may be considered as relating to 
people’s perceptions and perspectives in that the coffee cup needs to keep the coffee hot, but needs 
to be cool enough for the user to drink without burning themselves. Clearly, there are heat transfer 
issues at play here. In addition, there is the social constraint in relation to the user needing 
temperature feedback so as not to burn themselves.  

Given the example above, these two key constraint typologies are seen as being central to the 
development of appropriate products systems and environments which form part of the technological 
change landscape. We argue that if industrial design and design engineering students are practiced at 



teasing out and mapping the relationships between these two constraint typologies, more appropriate 

and well considered design solutions may emerge. Moreover we propose there exists a need for a 
cross-mapping strategy that draws upon the students’ experiential knowledge in relation to both first 
principles and the other more nuanced larger socio-cultural EPISTLE issues found within the 

technological change literature. There is a need to embed these relationships in the design processes 
of our future designers. When dealing with complex issues surrounding technological change, often 
industrial design and design engineering students have difficulty in identifying and making evident the 
relationships between physical constraints and non-physical constraints.  

In recent times students often turn to the web to inform their design development. It may be argued 
technology information does not equal technology, or for that matter new highly innovative designs 
(Porter and Cunningham, 2005). In the face of this, in the exceedingly complex information rich world 
of the Designer/Design Engineer, it may be argued there is a need for tools which assist in making 
connections between physical constraints [engineering principles] and non-physical constraints [social 
constraints].  

Each student brings with them to any given design problem a previous pattern of experience relating 
to technology and a broader social cultural experience. It may be argued the web, more often than not, 
merely presents information, and not necessarily knowledge, and indeed understanding. Consequently, 
our students may not be as fully engaged in learning as they might. The true test of learning is the 
transfer of knowledge from one context to be used appropriately in an entirely new and unfamiliar 

context. With the exponential rate of technological change, it is important to assist the students in 
developing a core previous pattern of experience and corpus of knowledge in their educational 
development, then demonstrate an ability to use their experience and knowledge in an unfamiliar 
context.  

In a real sense, the relationships between people, artefacts and their environments need to be better 

considered in a creative way throughout the design process. More often than not during the design 
process students, at times, are locked into a personal frame of reference. To a large extent this is due 
to a lack of practice at making connections between diverse design issues. In essence, they get 

fixated, and indeed trapped, by their desire to develop an initial vision of what a design would entail. 
Usually this is based on tacit knowledge. The TRIZ literature refers to this as “psychological inertia”. If 
we are to encourage students to break free from being trapped by the “Inertia” of their initial designs, 
we need to act now if the requisite tools and skills to assist them to thrive, survive, and operate in a 

technologically turbulent future are to be properly developed and nurtured.  

3. OVERCOMING “PSYCHOLOGICAL INERTIA”  

The issue in relation to the notion of “psychological inertia” mentioned above has resonance with the 
fact that while Designers and Design Engineers have many technological tools which serve to aid in 
the development of design solutions, the complex Human aspects, knowledge and information may be 
framed mostly from a designer’s perspective or a design group’s perspective. As the artefacts’ 
designers and design engineering teams develop, which fulfil societal wants needs and desires, 
become more technologically advanced and complex, there is an increasing need to make connections 
between diverse design issues and diverse resources. From both a technical and human perspective 

these connections will require new tools / methods / strategies.  

In their work relating to technology mining and strategies of technology innovation, (Porter and 
Cunningham 2005) noted that technology information does not equal technology. It can be argued 
that just because someone understands a physical principle in theory does not necessarily suggest 
that they would be able to apply that principle in a design context and embody a complex product, 

system, or environment and make it work. This is especially true if, in addition, the complex product 
or system must appropriately relate to non-physical constraints. Often the designer, or design student, 
needs to manipulate and link various aspects of the two different typologies of constraints mentioned 
above. It can be argued that what is being manipulated is not mere components but the creative 
manipulation of divergent sometimes opposing physical principles and sociocultural issues.  



Each student brings to their studies a previous pattern of life experience. These rich life experiences 

may be expressed and subsequently framed by the student. Drawing upon their life experiences offers 
an opportunity for them to explore how they can be mapped to technological design decisions. When a 
student makes a conscious decision in relation to a technological constraint, these decisions may be 

dynamically related to various constraint issues of a non-technical nature. Equally, if a student were 
given a non-technical constraint, they should be encouraged to explore and map the relationship to a 
technical constraint. This begs the question of how we may get our students to reframe and “Break 
free” from this inertia.  

In order to frame a proposed methodology let us return to the example discussed earlier in relation to 
the coffee cup. The coffee cup needs to keep the coffee hot, but needs to be cool enough for the user 
to drink without burning themselves. Essentially, in the coffee cup example the core physical principles 
relate to heat transfer, and latent heat. In this problem, the designer must deal with conflicting issues 
in relation to these principles. However, the relationship between the materiality of the cup and how it 
is made is not, and indeed should not, be the sole criteria upon which design decisions are made. In 
terms of the user there are social cultural constraints at play here. For example, if the heat in the 

coffee escapes too quickly, more than likely the user will not want to drink cold coffee. Conversely, if 
the heat in the coffee takes an extremely long time to dissipate, the user may not drink the coffee as 
it is too hot and might burn their tongue. Therefore, perhaps what is needed is for the coffee cup to 
offer feedback to the user in order to highlight when it is appropriate to drink the hot coffee.  

When using the TRIZ methodology’s contradiction matrix, after reviewing the 
contradictions/constraints in relation to No. 17 Temperature and No. 28 Measurement Accuracy, one 
would find the most appropriate invention principles to solve this constraint relationship would be 
principles 19 [periodic action], 24 [intermediary(mediator)], and 32 [optical property changes 
(changing the color)].  

If we decide to explore using principle 32 [optical property changes (changing the color)], we might 
envisage using an ink or ceramic coating which changes color and color intensity with the changing 
properties of the cup. This would allow the user to know when to drink a cup of coffee, and indeed if 

the coffee is too cold to drink. At first blush, it appears, from a TRIZ perspective, we have addressed 
the problem and developed a workable technical solution. However, there are other social cultural 
issues which do not arise directly from this design proposal. A design student may not make a 
connection to the other social cultural constructs or constraints.  

Given that one may overlook those relationships during the design process we would contend that a 
design student would need a strategy for making a random connection to other non-physical / non-
technical constraints. This would force their thinking in a new direction overcoming their “psychological 
inertia” in relation to the sharp focus on the technical aspects of the problem. In order to overcome 

the issue in relation to “psychological inertia” mentioned above, we would propose the following tool / 
method / strategy.  

What is proposed here is a game like device consisting of two gears as in (Fig. 1) below. The gear on 
the left would have 40 teeth. Each tooth represents one of the 40 TRIZ invention principles. Working 

in conjunction with the gear on the left is the gear on the right, which would have an odd number of 
teeth (i.e. 39 teeth). As the gears rotate in relation to each other owed to the fact that the gear on the 
left has an even number of teeth and the gear on the right has an odd number of teeth, each time the 
gear on the left rotates a full rotation the relationship between the two gears is never static and 
always changing.  



 
Figure 1: Link generator for Physical and non-physical Constraints.  
 

As indicated earlier, there are other social cultural issues which do not arise directly from this design 
proposal. Let us say that the student rotates the gear on the left to their proposed solution which 
relates to TRIZ principal 32 [optical property changes (changing the color)]. When the student aligns 
the gear tooth on the left that has principle 32 on it with the tangent point of the gear on the right the 

notion of cost is linked and mapped to that principle. A design student may not make a connection to 
the social cultural construct / constraint of cost as they solve the technical problem.  

Given our design proposal above, equally important to the user is the fact they do not want to pay for 
a coffee cup with built-in feedback if it is too expensive. Forcing the student to recognize this cost 
relationship, which does not directly emanate from solving the initial latent heat recognition problem, 
allows them connections to the larger EPISTLE issues highlighted in technological change literature 

discussed earlier. The nature of this tool / method / strategy allows students to randomly link/map 
complex issues surrounding technological change, as often industrial design and design engineering 
students have difficulty in identifying and making evident the relationships between physical 

constraints and nonphysical constraints. Moreover, when using this tool / method / strategy each time 
they rotate the gears to a new TRIZ principle to solve a technical / Physical constraint within their 
design problem, a new Non-Physical constraint is linked / associated with it. A simple example when 
still working with TRIZ principle 32, the next time may be when they rotate the gear set they may be 

forced to make evident the relationship between sustainability issues and using an ink or ceramic 
coating which changes color and color intensity with the changing properties of the cup. Perhaps the 
ink/ceramic coating may not be very sustainable. This forces the student to continually discover and 
consider various relationships. Relationships they previously would not typically consider. We argue 
that this tool / method / strategy permits design students to practice coping with complex interrelated 
physical constraints issues and non-physical constraints issues. This will serve to enhance their design 
thinking process.  

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  

The central theme of this paper focused on the relationships between People and artefacts in their 

environments. In addition, these issues need to be better considered in a creative way throughout the 
design process. Essentially it developed the position that if we are able to dynamically reframe/shift 
the designers perspectives so as to focus their attention on the dynamic connections and relations 
between people, social institutions, environments, and technologies this serves to enhance the 
designed solution. Moreover, these dynamic relations parallel aspects of the technological change 
literature, as technological change is more than mere changes in technologies.  

Given that according to the technological change literature our world is changing at an exponential 
rate, we are of the view pedagogical strategies/techniques which may assist industrial design/design 
engineering students in exploring and coping with the often conflicting constraints found within 



advancing technological changes are needed. Consequently, Design/Design Engineering education will 

need to address this as a matter of urgency.  

When dealing with complex issues surrounding technological change, often industrial design and 
design engineering students have difficulty in identifying and making evident the relationships 
between physical constraints and non-physical constraints. More specifically, our design students need 
a tool / method / strategy that enables them to practice coping with complex interrelated physical 
constraints issues and non-physical constraints issues. This paper held the position that there is a 
need to embed these relationships in the design processes of our future designers. It was argued that 

when designing next generation artefacts from first principles there should be a significant shift in a 
product or system which - while addressing similar societal wants, needs and desires – the resultant 
solution should address larger issues than the mere technologies themselves. While a simple artifact 
was presented as an example, the utility and versatility of the proposed tool / method / strategy is not 
diminished. In point of fact it may extend to other types of design problems and indeed other design 
domains that generate artifacts [i.e. architecture – landscape design – etc…].  
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